A Low Velocity Zone along the Chaochou Fault in Southern Taiwan:
Seismic Image Revealed by a Linear Seismic Array
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ABSTRACT

The Chaochou fault is one of the major boundary faults in southern Taiwan where strong convergence has taken place between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea plates. The surface fault trace between the Pingtung plain and the Central Range follows a nearly N-S direction and stretches to 80 km in length. In order to examine the subsurface structures along the Chaochou fault, a linear seismic array with 14 short-period stations was deployed across the fault to record seismic data between August and December 2001. Detailed examination of seismic data generated by 10 local earthquakes and recorded by the linear array has shown that the incidence angles of the first P-waves recorded by several seismic stations at the fault zone were significantly larger than those located farther away from the fault zone. This difference might reflect the lateral variation of velocity structures across the Chaochou fault. Further examination of ray-paths of seismic wave propagation indicates that a low-velocity zone along the Chaochou fault is needed to explain the significant change in incidence angles across the fault zone. Although we do not have adequate information to calculate the exact geometry of the fault zone well, the variation in incidence angles across the fault can be explained by the existence of a low-velocity zone that is about 3 km in width on the surface and extends downward to a depth of 5 km. The low-velocity zone along the Chaochou fault might imply that the fault system consists of several splay faults on the hanging wall in the Central Range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fault zone structures play an important role in understanding faulting processes in the past as well as future potential earthquake behavior and impending seismic hazards near active faults. One of the most interesting fault zone structures is the low velocity zone (LVZ) within the major boundary fault. For example, a narrow LVZ running from the surface down to the seismogenic depths was clearly found beneath the San Andreas fault in North America (Li et al. 1994) and the Nojima fault in Japan (Ito et al. 1996). The LVZ within those faults might be considered a fracture zone resulting from the repeated faulting processes along the major fault and/or several nearby splay faults in the past. As a result, the LVZ within the fault zone might be significantly associated with the major seismogenic zone responsible for generating large potential earthquakes in the future.

Although the importance of knowing the structural details of a fault zone is well recognized, imaging fault zone structure remains a challenge for scientists. Aside from using traditional geological surveys on the surface or drilling at shallow depths (i.e., Boness and Zoback 2004; Chéry and Zoback 2004; Morrow et al. 2007), scientists have largely found deep fault zone structures with low velocity characteristics by studying the seismic waves trapped within the LVZ (Li et al. 1990, 1994; Ito and Kuwahara 1996; Kuwahara et al. 2001).
In this study, we deployed a dense linear seismic array across the Chaochou fault in southern Taiwan to study the fault zone structure. It was interesting to note that the particle motions of the first P-waves generated by 10 local earthquakes and recorded at the seismic array showed that the incidence angles changed significantly across the fault zone. This feature provided useful information to investigate the possibility of an LVZ beneath the Chaochou fault. Major fault zone structures can be further estimated by modeling ray-path characteristics propagated across the fault zone.

2. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The Chaochou fault is one of the major boundary faults in the southern Taiwan region between the Central Range and the Western Plain (Ho 1988). The fault trace on the surface has been marked by the Central Geological Survey (Lin et al. 2000) according to both topographic features and the lithologic boundary along a clear line, which is about 80 km in length and strikes in a nearly N-S direction (Fig. 1). This fault separates the Pingtung Plain (Western Coastal Plain) from the Central Range (Ho 1988). Strong crustal exhumation has also taken place in the Central Range starting a few million years ago (Lin 2002). The northern extension of this fault might be linked to either the Chuchih fault that divides the Western Foothills and the Hsueshan Range, or the Lishan fault, which is the major geological boundary between the Hsueshan Range and the eastern Backbone Ridge (Ho 1988).

Like most of the active faults in western Taiwan, the Chaochou fault is often considered a reverse fault caused by the strong convergence between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea plates. The dipping angle of the fault is about 70 - 80° toward the east (Hsieh 1970; Chiang 1971; Hsu and Chang 1979). Several geological profiles across the Chaochou fault were constructed by Hasseler (2004) according to the seismic section from Chiang (1971). Based on recent GPS observations, the N-S trending of the Chaochou fault was further interpreted to be nearly pure reverse faulting (Wilstschko et al. 2002; Ching et al. 2007). Although there is no significant seismicity along the Chaochou fault, it was first considered to be an active fault based on photogeological analyses (Howard 1962; Bonilla 1975, 1977, 1999). Furthermore, crustal deformation observed in the GPS survey shows vertical velocities that gradually increase across the Chaochou fault (Ching et al. 2007). Thus, all tectonic characteristics, geological surveys and GPS observations in addition to the great differences in stress and strain fields at both sides of the Chaochou fault (Chang et al. 2003) lead to the conclusion that the Chaochou fault might be one of the major suspected active faults in Taiwan (Lin et al. 2000).

3. SEISMIC ARRAY AND DATA

To investigate the fault zone structures across the Chaochou fault, we examined earthquake data recorded by a densely linear seismic array with 14 seismometers (Fig. 1). The linear array was deployed across the Chaochou fault between August and December 2001. The total coverage of these 14 seismic stations was about 25 km in length. Six stations (W01 - W06) were deployed in the Pingtung plain with an average station spacing of 2 - 3 km, while other eight stations (W07 - W14) were deployed in the Central Range and had a smaller spacing of 1 - 2 km. The surface trace of the Chaochou fault, according to the map of active faults in Taiwan published by the Central Geological Survey.

Fig. 1. (a) Locations of a linear seismic array with 14 short-period stations (triangles) and epicenters of some earthquakes (circles) reported by CWB within the dotted frame during 2001/08 - 12. The surface trace of Chaochou fault (line with triangles) is plotted on the topographic relief. (b) Depth projection of the earthquakes on the west-east profile across the Chaochou fault (inverted triangle), dipping eastward (dashed line). The events within the dashed square were analyzed in this study. For these events, Ev1 and Ev2 would be traced the ray-path at each station below.
Low Velocity Zone along the Chaochou Fault (Lin et al. 2000), is located near station W07. Each of the stations was equipped with a three-component short-period sensor (Lennartz LE-3Dlite) with a dominant frequency of 1 Hz, and all seismic data were continuously recorded using a high-resolution digital data logger (Samtac-801H, Tokyo Sokusin) with a sample rate of 100 Hz.

To extract useful seismic data recorded at the dense linear array, we examined the earthquake catalog published by the Central Weather Bureau for the events that occurred at the study area. During the five-month observation period, few earthquakes occurred beneath the eastern side of the linear array of the Central Range and no events were observed on the other side beneath the Pingtung Plain (Fig. 1). The locations of the earthquakes that did happen were well identified by the seismic data recorded by the regional seismic network, the Central Weather Bureau Seismic Network (CWBSN) (Shin et al. 2000). The projection of local earthquakes on the west-east profile shows that some earthquakes were clustered beneath the Chaochou fault (Fig. 1b). However, the seismic zone with a west-dipping trend was not consistent with the dip angle of the fault (Hsieh 1970; Chiang 1971; Hsu and Chiang 1979).

4. DATA ANALYSES

The particle motions of the first P-waves generated by some local earthquakes (Table 1) on the eastern side of the fault showed some significant seismic characteristics to reveal fault zone structures within the Chaochou fault. The incidence angles of seismic waves can be obtained from the polarizations of the first P-waves generated by all 10 of the local earthquakes that occurred in the eastern side of the linear seismic array (Fig. 1). A generally strong lineation of particle motions of the first P-wave recorded at Station W04 shows the incidence angle of impulsive arrivals is clear and reliable (Fig. 2). Although particle motions of the first P-waves at some stations have elliptical (anisotropic) features, most of them were dominated by a clear lineation. It is interesting to note that the incidence angles recorded at seismic stations within and nearby the fault zone (W06 - W08) were significantly larger than those recorded at other stations (W01 - W05 and W09 - W15) at both sides of the Chaochou fault (Fig. 3). The incidence angles recorded at the fault zone were about 25 - 40°. For example, the incidence angles were ~40° at Station W08, ~33° at Station W07 and ~25° at Station W06. On the other hand, the incidence angles recorded on both sides of the fault (Stations W03 - W05 at the footwall and stations W09 - W13 at the hanging wall) all measured less than 20°.

An extremely similar pattern in incidence angle measurements was identified using the seismic data generated by another earthquake (Fig. 4). The incidence angles recorded at the fault zone ranged from 20 - 33°. For example, the incidence angles were ~25° at Station W08, ~33° at Station W07 and ~25° at Station W06. But, all of the incidence angles recorded at both sides of the fault (Stations W03 and W05 at the footwall and stations W09 - W13 at the hanging wall) were less than 20°. Although some uncertainties might exist due to elliptical motions at some stations, the differences between incidence angles of the fault zone and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Time (yy/mm/dd/hh:min)</th>
<th>Longitude (°E)</th>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>Depth (km)</th>
<th>Magnitude (M_L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ev1</td>
<td>01/08/08/03:27</td>
<td>120.807</td>
<td>22.521</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev2</td>
<td>01/11/12/08:49</td>
<td>120.905</td>
<td>22.582</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev3</td>
<td>01/08/25/21:23</td>
<td>120.999</td>
<td>22.550</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev4</td>
<td>01/10/03/20:33</td>
<td>120.897</td>
<td>22.485</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev5</td>
<td>01/10/10/03:56</td>
<td>121.189</td>
<td>22.537</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev6</td>
<td>01/10/23/06:48</td>
<td>120.870</td>
<td>22.499</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev7</td>
<td>01/11/18/01:26</td>
<td>120.982</td>
<td>22.572</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev8</td>
<td>01/11/20/10:05</td>
<td>120.939</td>
<td>22.425</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev9</td>
<td>01/11/21/05:24</td>
<td>120.927</td>
<td>22.573</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev10</td>
<td>01/11/21/07:51</td>
<td>121.011</td>
<td>22.536</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. An example of seismograms in the vertical and horizontal (W-E) components of the first P-wave arrivals recorded at Station W04 (a) and a linear polarization of the first-motions within 0.2 seconds (b). The number in right panel indicates the incident angle of polarization.

Fig. 3. Seismograms (middle panel) and their linear polarizations (small boxes) of the first P-waves generated by Ev1 and recorded at seismic arrays across the Chaochou fault. The seismograms have been separated into three groups recorded at stations in the footwall (Group A: W03 - W05), fault zone (Group B: W06 - W08) and hanging wall (Group C: W09 - W14). The number in bottom left corner of each box indicates the incident angle of polarization.
Low Velocity Zone along the Chaochou Fault

away from the fault were significant (Fig. 5). In fact, these differences were not only detected from the two local earthquakes in Figs. 3 and 4, but also from all local earthquakes in eastern side of the linear array (Fig. 6). More specifically, all of the incidence angles estimated at Station W07 were significantly larger than those at Stations W05 and W10.

The consistent phenomenon of larger incidence angles being recorded at stations within and nearby the Chaochou fault might well be attributed to some significant lateral structures beneath the fault zone. One of the most plausible explanations for observing the change of incidence angles across the Chaochou fault is the existence of a LVZ beneath the fault zone. Based on Snell’s law, the incidence angle of seismic waves would increase as seismic waves propagate from the high-velocity crust into the low-velocity fault zone across a nearly vertical boundary.

In order to produce a quantitative estimate of the significance of incidence angles due to the presence of low-velocity zone, two simplified crust structures (with and without a low-velocity zone) across the Chaochou fault were assumed. This allowed us to compare the ray-path characteristics generated by two local earthquakes and recorded at the linear seismic array (Figs. 7 and 8). The crustal model we used was modified according to the one-dimensional velocity structure (Chen 1995). The velocities beneath the Central Range are generally higher than those beneath the Pingtung Plain. A powerful method (Zelt and Smith 1992) that has successfully studied crustal structures in Taiwan (Lin et al. 1999, Lin 2005) was employed to compute two-dimensional ray-paths across the fault zone. At first, the synthetic ray-paths propagated throughout the crustal structure without a significant LVZ showed that incidence angles recorded at all seismic stations of the linear array were similar (Fig. 7).

In contrast, the incidence angles showed significant changes across the fault zone where the LVZ was assumed to be present (Fig. 8). The width as well as the depth of the LVZ was strongly associated with the spatial coverage...
Fig. 5. Comparisons of the incidence angles of the first-motion polarization recorded at the seismic stations in Fig. 1 and generated by (a) Ev1 and (b) Ev2. Solid and dotted arrows show the incidence angles in the fault zone and away from the fault, respectively.

Fig. 6. The estimated incidence angles (the dashed lines in the left panel) and polarizations (thin lines at the right panel) of the first P-waves recorded at Stations (a) W05, (b) W07 and (c) W10. All incidence angles recorded the station (W07) within the fault zone are significantly smaller than those at stations (W05 and W10) away from the fault.
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Fig. 7. Ray-paths released from two earthquakes (★) and arrived at seismic stations (▲) within the crustal model without a significant low-velocity zone across the Chaochou fault. In the upper crust (0 - 12 km in depth), the velocities marked in blue at the east of the fault are higher than those marked in pink at the west of the fault.

Fig. 8. Ray-paths released from two earthquakes (★) and arrived at seismic stations (▲) in the crustal model with a significant low-velocity zone marked in red across the Chaochou fault.
of the anomalous incidence angles recorded at seismic stations (W06 - W08). After some modifications on the crustal model, comparable results between the observed and synthetic incidence angles still required a crustal structure with a LVZ along the Chaochou fault (Fig. 9). Although we do not yet have enough information to configure the exact geometry of the LVZ, using a narrow LVZ provides a plausible explanation for our observations of the incidence angle change across the fault. The width of the LVZ was about 3 km on the surface, and decreased to a depth of at least 5 km (Fig. 8). The surface trace of the Chaochou fault is reasonably consistent with the western boundary of the LVZ.

5. DISCUSSION

The LVZ beneath the Chaochou fault from the surface down to ~5 km suggests that several flower structures (Davis and Reynolds 1996; Unsworth et al. 1997; Ben-Zion et al. 2003) might exist near the main fault trace close to the surface. One of the most probable explanations for the LVZ is the existence of a fracture zone near the fault. The LVZ, as wide as 3 km on the surface, is unlikely to originate from a single fault. Instead, several splay faults might reasonably be expected to produce a fracture zone with low-velocity characteristics in the upper crust (Fig. 10). The major fault slip is shown on the surface trace, and other faults are splayed across the hanging wall of the western Central Range to produce a narrow LVZ from the surface down to a depth of 5 km.

The observation of a low-velocity zone beneath the Chaochou fault further suggests that the faulting processes might have repeatedly occurred along the surface trace as well as the other splay faults on the hanging wall during its geological history. Since the Chaochou fault is the boundary fault between the Coastal Plain and Central Range, some recurring faulting processes might have repeatedly taken place along this geological boundary beginning several million years ago (Chai 1972; Suppe 1984; Angelier et al. 1986; Yen and Tien 1986; Ho 1988; Teng 1990, 1996). Given the strong plate convergence, some faulting processes took
place along the major fault but others might have occurred along other splay faults. Repeated faulting within this narrow fault zone would have generated many fractures and ultimately created a low-velocity zone. Thus, we infer that the Chaochou fault is not a single fault near the surface, but is similar to major boundary faults that consist of several splay faults near the surface, such as the San Andreas Fault, which has been much more thoroughly studied than the Chaochou fault (Unsworth et al. 1997).

6. CONCLUSION

To reveal the subsurface structure along the Chaochou fault, seismic data recorded at the linear seismic array have been examined in this study. The incidence angles generated by 10 local earthquakes and recorded at seismic stations near the fault zones were larger than those at other stations away from the fault. This observation directly indicates that there is strong lateral variation of velocity structures across the fault. Further calculation of the ray-paths from the earthquakes to the seismic stations shows that there is a low-velocity zone beneath the Chaochou fault. Although there is not enough evidence to obtain the exact geometry of the low-velocity zone, a simplified model approximately 3 km wide on the surface and 5 km deep provides a plausible explanation for the changes in incidence angle measurements across the Chaochou fault. This low-velocity zone might be associated with several splay faults on the uppermost crust of the hanging wall in the Western Central Range. Also, the splay faults within the low-velocity zone suggest that the slips have occurred repeatedly along the Chaochou fault zone during its geological history.
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